Directions: Read the passage below. Then answer questions about errors in the passage.

1) This morning, I **were** making toast for **2) brekfast**. Then I went to the basement
3) **put** some clothes in the washer. I heard the smoke alarm. 4) I **thinked**, “Someone is
burning 5) **something** I put the soap in the washer. When I got 6) **upstairs**, everybody
was running outdoors. Two fire trucks and a police car were outside of my house. Smoke
was coming out of my apartment! My kids 7) **standing** outside. They were 8) **wearing**
their pajamas. My kids! Oh no! My toast!

1) A. are
   B. is
   C. was
   D. Correct as is

5) A. something! I
   B. something!” I
   C. something”! I
   D. something”? I

2) A. brakfast
   B. breckfast
   C. breakfast
   D. breackfast

6) A. upstairs
   B. to upstairs
   C. the upstairs
   D. Correct as is

3) A. to put
   B. for put
   C. to puts
   D. for putting

7) A. was standing
   B. are standing
   C. were stand
   D. were standing

4) A. Thinded
   B. I thought
   C. I thought
   D. I am thought

8) A. waring
   B. wareing
   C. wearing
   D. Correct as is